Loquate’s Smart® protocol is safe.
By Jeff Liautaud

When I have faith in those around me, then hearing
their shared experience helps me build out my
functional domains of good.
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Loquate's vigor is unity for all -- in, through and by
Natural Law -- not religious teaching.

A domain emanates forth from within and defines
an outward manifestation of a spiritual reality.
Every small group receives its own unique name
based on an outreach to help others, usually
suggested by the first facilitator of the small group.
For example “Precious Blood," or “Blessing the
Homeless.”

Loquate’s small group program offers Scientific
Momentum Activating Righteous Transformation
through Natural Law. The science states innate needs are
satisfied by primary values. The innate needs of human
kind may be the greatest discovery in Natural Law ever.
Like sailors eating limes to prevent scurvy, Smart®
habits overcome the scurvy of the human spirit which is
diminished motivation and well-being. Interfaith small
group members build community in every group of
which they are a part, and individually tend toward
happiness or joy.

Loquate has been my work for over 50 years
creating the safest sharing environments. I am not
silent about my passion projects. Nor should others
be silent. We need to share to get others to join us.
Loquate in Latin means "Speak!"

Loquate is comprehensive in this sense. It integrates
religious beliefs about community in unity for all
mankind as Biblically or Scripturally possible, nothing
more.

Today Loquate is a ripple organization that touches
others in ripples of intentional community building.
The Smart® protocol is helping another accomplish
that which they value the most for the common
good.

Loquate's small group program seeks to create a
safe sharing environment by using a Smart®
protocol. The core of the Smart® protocol is a basic
suggestion.

The small group 2 hour meeting principally
includes prayer for each other and shared
experience around each month's rotating focus
person. A much smaller 15 minute segment of each
two hour small group meeting increases Smart®
protocol awareness in 12 steps. The Twelve Steps
of Loquate build logically from innate needs
common to all mankind.

Each of us has feelings that tell us if we are on
target or off target as a human being. We have three
types of feelings: 1) those feelings that we know we
should share, 2) those feelings that we know we
should not share, and 3) those feelings in which we
are in doubt to share them or not.

When you are the focus person, you will meet ahead
of time with a trained facilitator to insure a safe
sharing environment: "Sharing our stories, building
our community."

Those feelings I know I should share, I share. Those
feelings I know I should not share, I do not share.
And when in doubt I tend toward sharing. I find
helpful the basic suggestion of sharing when in
doubt because it can lead to growth at my own pace.

The Smart® protocol lets us grow our functional
domains of good that support innate needs of all
those around us. By changing our self, we change
the world.

For me, joining the Loquate small group is a heart
thing. Fear can keep me out of community. Where
my work meets my faith is a heart thing.

Resources
Loquate (6436 N Oketo Ave, Chicago, IL 60631, United
States jeff@loquate.tv 773-621-0863).

Interfaith Dialogue creates safe sharing. First
comes
unity,
then
comes
community.
Interdependence based on the Spirit builds God
centered community.

How any person can benefit from our small group
Interfaith Dialogue
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